Abstract-Online recognition of cursive words is a difficult task owing to variable shape and ambiguous letter boundaries. The approach proposed in this paper is based on hidden Markov modeling of letters and inter-letter patterns called ligatures occurring in cursive script. For each of the letters and the ligatures we create one HMM that models temporal and spatial variability of handwriting. By networking the two kinds of HMMs, we can design a network model for all words or composite characters. The network incorporates the knowledge sources of grammatical and structural constraints so that it can better capture the characteristics of handwriting. Given the network, the problem of recognition is formulated into that of finding the most likely path from the start node to the end node. A dynamic programming-based search for the optimal input-network alignment performs character recognition and letter segmentation simultaneously and efficiently. Experiments on Korean character showed correct recognition of up to 93.3 percent on unconstrained samples. It has also been compared with several other schemes of HMM-based recognition to characterize the proposed approach.
INTRODUCTION
UTOMATIC recognition of handwritten words is a typical pattern recognition problem. When written clearly and discretely, handwritten words are easy to recognize by analyzing only a small set of feature points. But such a simplistic approach is insufficient when it comes to cursive words; they are highly variable mainly because of stroke connections that become smooth and deformed between neighbor letters as writing speed increases and writer's skill improves. Besides stylistic variations, the inter-letter connecting patterns called ligatures occurring in cursive script are considered the primary source of variability of the regional or overall shape [1] .
There have been a large number of research results about online character recognition [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] . Most of them, however, rely solely on robust modeling of individual letters without due attention to ligatures. Thus, they suffer from the variability of cursive strokes and the ambiguity of letter boundaries. Moreover, some of the letter-based approaches even resort to external segmentation prior to recognition, which obviously limits the performance of the recognizer [5] .
The segmentation problem is sometimes solved by the use of over-segmentation where every possible segmentation point is generated and search is made for the best word with the best set of segmentation points [10] . The problem with this approach is that it is difficult to hypothesize every boundary point lying in the middle of smooth and locally linear strokes. On the other hand, the whole word-based approach is limited to tasks of a small vocabulary although the segmentation problem can be avoided entirely [11] , [12] . Increasing the size of the dictionary is costly because of the need to build, store, and evaluate the model for each word in the lexicon.
Recently, several other methods of analyzing script have been tried. They include neural network-based techniques [7] , [8] , [13] and key letter-spotting techniques [6] . They seem to provide promising solutions to handwriting recognition, but leave many points to be desired in determining ambiguous letter boundaries.
Handwritings are generated in word or character 1 unit. Letters in a word or character are written strictly sequentially except for delayed strokes like t-bars, i-dots, x-slashes. In cursive script, successive letters are connected smooth without explicit pen-up moves between strokes. Just as coarticulation at word-boundaries is the major source of acoustic variability in continuous speech [14] , [15] , ligatures at letter boundaries are the equally dominant source of shape variability in cursive manuscript. Unlike speech recognition research, however, there have been no systematic research efforts that model ligatures explicitly.
Ligatures are not necessary but ever-present epiphenomena, which are due to physical constraints in and psychological need of fast writing [16] . In previous studies, the presence of ligatures has been noticed [17] , but they have been ignored in the process of recognition with the efforts being devoted to modeling letters only. In others, ligatures were referred to as indicators to potential letter boundaries [10] , [18] , and used for encoding handwriting signals prior to recognition.
In this paper, we propose a ligature-based approach to modeling online handwriting. This approach models all handwritten Latin words or composite characters with a finite state network (FSN) using a set of hidden Markov models (HMMs) [19] . Each HMM is associated with either a letter or a ligature pattern. The FSN stands for a word or a character model which is designed as a network of letter and ligature HMMs according to the writing order and spatial structure. The proposed approach contrasts with others in that we explicitly model a ligature as a separate entity just like a letter, and that we describe handwriting uniformly as a hierarchical network [20] . In this approach, recognition is performed by applying any of the well-known graph searching or dynamic programming algorithms. The recognizer achieves letter segmentation simultaneously with recognition, by doing search based on the criterion of input-tonetwork alignment. The ligature models aligned in this way provide a stochastic letter segmentation mechanism for online handwriting both cursive and discrete.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes hidden Markov modeling of letters and ligatures. In Section 3, a detailed description about designing a network is provided; the description is focussed on Korean character model which is more generic in the sense described at the end of Section 2.3. Section 4 addresses the recognition algorithm that is developed as a solution to the network searching problem. Section 5 presents a set of test results. Section 6 compares our approach with an alternative approach that does not employ a network of HMMs. Finally, Section 7 concludes the results of the paper.
MODEL OF HANDWRITING
This section concerns how to design hidden Markov models (HMMs) for letters, ligatures, and words. We have omitted description about the HMM. Interested readers may refer to the tutorial paper by L. Rabiner [19] .
Modeling Unit
In the alphabetic writing systems of any phonetic languages, letter is the most basic and natural unit of describing words. For each letter, we design an HMM of left-right transition topology that captures the temporal characteristic of online handwriting signals. The number of states is determined based on the structure and the length of input signals, e.g., a few states for simple letters, and well over 10 for long and complex letters. Refer to Fig. 1 . As P. Brown pointed out in [21] , the number of states in a Markov chain is a measure, albeit crude, of the complexity of the finite state grammar represented by that chain. Each state represents an event or a local characteristic pattern in a signal. In this sense, our design philosophy corresponds to his saying properly. There is another report [19] on deciding the number of states N saying that the error rate seems to reach a minimum at a specific value, although the model likelihood improves further as N increases to some extent. But with limited training samples, we have chosen the number of states small, proportional to the shape complexity, and balanced among letters. 
Ligature Model
In order to model ligatures explicitly, we extend the conventional notion of ligatures which is limited to "inked," thus visible loci of stylus between letters as in Fig. 2b . The extension includes pen-up traces which are imaginary and assumed straight. They are found in normal discrete scripts as in Fig. 2a . In addition, our extension also includes deleted or null ligatures that arise when the preceding and the following strokes are directly linked without dragging or lifting the stylus. Fig. 2c shows two cases of null ligatures. In general, the ligature patterns are very simple. They are linear with similar direction, and the variation is small. Therefore a simple topology as shown in Fig. 3 will suffice. The broken arrows in the figure represents null transitions that produce no observations [19] . They are introduced to model deleted ligatures. The ligature HMM is used to model a specific type of inter-letter patterns. Since those patterns are dependent on the left (or preceding) pattern and the right (or following) pattern, the HMM is regarded as a context-dependent model. It is compared to the triphone model in continuous speech recognition (CSR) that accounts for both left and right context [22] . The major problem with contextdependent modeling approach is the resulting proliferation of models. For instance, the 26 lower case Roman alphabet alone will need 676 (26 ¥ 26) ligature models. In Korean Hangul, we may have to create 399 (19 ¥ 21) possible ligature models between 19 initial consonant letters and 21 vowel letters. Additional 567 (21 ¥ 27) models are also required between the vowels and the 27 final consonants.
A large number of models involves a proportional increase in the amount of computation, storage, and in the difficulty of training as well. So we have introduced a model clustering technique that is based on the left and the right letter patterns. The result is a small set of ligature models which are compared to the generalized triphones in CSR [23] , [24] . The clustering technique will be described in the context of designing a Korean character model in Section 3.
Word Model
Just like a word is defined as a sequence of letters, a handwritten word, Handwriting, can be defined as an alternating sequence of letters and ligatures:
Handwriting AE Letter ◊{Ligature ◊ Letter} * where Letter and Ligature are defined in the sense of the preceding sections, "◊" denotes concatenation, and " * " repetition. Based on this definition, the word model can be designed as a concatenation of letter and ligature models. Since, however, at least one word model must be created for each entry in the lexicon and all of them need evaluation for each recognition task, this approach is computationally too expensive for realtime applications with a large vocabulary [11] .
One way to alleviate the problem is parameter tying or sharing parameters within or across models [25] . This reduces the overall number of parameters, but the amount of computation remains intact. Another solution proposed in this paper is based on structural tying where a collection of word models are combined into a network by sharing common sub-word components, i.e., letter models and ligature models. The extent of structural tying depends on the word composition syntax or the constraints imposed on letter sequences.
Let us consider the case of English word. In English words, there is no particular constraint in the sequence of alphabetic letters. Any letter can follow any letter in the string. Then a simple word model can be obtained by verbatim translation of the previous definition. Fig. 4 illustrates a cyclic network with two dummy nodes: start node and end node. This structure shares the set of 26 models for classifying the letter at each position of a word. The network is similar to the model for connected phone or digit recognition model [3] , [26] , [27] . The above network allows strings of arbitrary sequence and length, including illegal words absent from the lexicon. In order to accept only legal words, extra-network information such as lexicon is required to prune off illegal word hypotheses. In general, we can incorporate additional constraints into the structure of word models. One possibility is the N times cascade concatenation of the model in Fig. 4 without cycles for words of fixed length. In the next section, a more generalized case will be described through Korean Hangul character model.
KOREAN CHARACTER MODEL
In this section, we design a model for Korean Hangul character that has a rigorous composition syntax. The main ideas behind the construction include model clustering and structural tying.
Using Order Constraint
Korean Hangul is a syllable-based writing system in which a character represents a syllable. A character consists of either two or three letters, each belonging to one of three letter classes: initial consonant C of 19 letters, middle vowel V of 21 letters, and final consonant Z of 27 letters. Letters are written in the corresponding order, C, then V, and then Z. Then a character Character can be defined as:
where L cv is the ligature between C and V, and L vz the ligature between V and Z. Since the ligatures are dependent on the previous and following letters, we can write 
Using Structural Constraint
A Hangul character is not a simple left-to-right concatenation of letters. The letters are arranged spatially as shown in Fig. 6 . According to the figure, we can observe that the spatial information between letters is incorporated into the ligatures shown in gray arrows. In general, ligature occurrence is dependent on how and where the previous stroke ends and how and where the following stroke starts in relation to the previous ends. Based on this observation, we cluster letter models as shown in Table 1 . The features of the corresponding clusters are shown in Fig. 7 . Class C is divided into five clusters based on letter-ending pattern (arrow position and direction). Similar clustering of Z is done based on letterstarting pattern (dot-arrow). Each of the small boxes in the figure corresponds to a cluster in Table 1 . So, we can redefine C and Z as:
Whereas, V is clustered in two ways using the letterstarting pattern and the letter-ending pattern producing Lclusters ("L" for left) and R-clusters ("R" for right), respectively. The L-clusters V c s and R-clusters V z s are combined to produce a new set of nine vowel clusters:
where each clusters are related to L-clusters and R-clusters as follows:
All the other intersections are empty as can be confirmed. Given the letter clusterings, a set of ligature types are obtained by the two Cartesian products:
There are in total 40 (5 ¥ 4 + 4 ¥ 5) types instead of the exhaustive 966 types. Each ligature type is modeled by a single HMM. The above clustering is aimed at reducing the number of ligature models and, eventually, at structural tying of ligature HMMs in the character network. Table 1 .
Once the letter and the ligature models have been designed, the construction of character network is straightforward. The resulting network, called BongNet, is shown in Fig. 8 . It has been completed by introducing a set of dummy nodes each corresponding to a letter cluster (see Table 1 ). The leftmost node in the figure is the start node and the rightmost one the end node. Each node in the second column layer corresponds to a cluster of C letters with similar ending pattern. The nodes in the third column layer correspond to clusters of V letters by the letter starting pattern. Each arc of the mesh between the two layers is labeled by a ligature model. The network has in total 40 ligature models, half L cv s and half L vz s. 
RECOGNITION
Maximum a posteriori (MAP) rule states that a system makes a decision based on the maximization of a posteriori probability Pr(W|X), or equivalently, by Bayes's rule,
where Pr(X|W) is the probability that the writer will generate the script X from the word or character W, and Pr(W) is the a priori probability of the word W. In order to estimate Pr(X|W), we will use the network of the preceding section. The model for Pr(W) is usually termed the language model. It is separately modeled as a simple Markov source.
Handwriting recognition using a network such as Fig. 4 or Fig. 8 corresponds to finding the path that best aligns to an input frame sequence. The search is based on the dynamic programming-based Viterbi algorithm [28] . Each complete path W = w 1 w 2 L w K in the network from the start node to the end node uniquely determines a letter sequence of a word or a Hangul character. Here, w k denotes a partial path mapped to the model for a letter or a ligature, and K is the number of models in the complete path. Given an input sequence X = x 1 x 2 L x T where T is the sequence length, we can obtain the best alignment to the best path $ W by applying the Viterbi algorithm that maximizes the Pr(X|W) in (1). Every possible alignment of X to a path W defines a partition
.. corresponds to w k and satisfies
Let us denote such a partition as t = (t 1 , t 2 , º, t K ). Then we can estimate the best path probability as
Here, an odd index term corresponds to a letter and an even index term a ligature.
To avoid the combinatorial possibilities, we assume con- 
This is the function that Viterbi algorithm maximizes given the model w k .
EXPERIMENT 1

Experimental Context
For training the HMMs, we have collected unconstrained samples of about 52,000 characters from 58 subjects. Among the subjects, 37 were high school students contributing 45,000 characters (set H), and the other 21 were college students contributing 7,000 characters (set K). Since letter boundaries in characters are not available automatically, we have manually segmented the characters. Although the segmentation points are highly ambiguous in cursive script, we believe the trained models can reproduce the human segmentations if the training segmentations are reasonable. The training samples first undergo preprocessing steps to remove noise such as wild points and hooks. Following this, we explicitly insert a straight quasi-stroke between successive strokes, representing the pen-up move. The next step is equi-distance re-sampling that follows the complete sequence of stylus loci. The stroke sequence is then converted to a chain of sixteen direction codes. We use twin coding schemes, one for pen-down strokes (0-15) and the other for pen-up quasi-strokes (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) . The letter and ligature HMMs are trained by the forward/backward algorithm [29] using the chain codes of assorted handwriting segments corresponding to the dedicated model.
Test samples include three sets: BLK of 3,500 discrete block characters by six subjects, NRM of 1,700 characters in normal writing style by eight subjects, and CRS of 8,100 characters written more cursively by 10 subjects.
Letter Discrimination
It is obvious that good letter models will lead to a high performance character recognizer. In the context of character recognition, the quality of a letter model is defined by the discrimination among a set of letters. Given a sample X of a letter W i , we define To test the quality of individual models, we have used the training sets. The tests were performed in two ways: within class and within cluster. The result summarized in Fig. 9 shows the quality distribution of Hangul letter models and ligature models. Each horizontal bar denotes the class or cluster average, which is specified in Table 2 . According to the table, the quality difference is not conspicuous in letter models, but the quality of ligature models is much better when measured within cluster than within class. This implies the effect of path-constrained network structure for character recognition. Since the network allows multiple hypotheses for each letter class, and the choice for the best hypothesis is deferred until the next path merging, we have a greater chance of avoiding strictly local decisions. 
Character Recognition
The whole set of models used in the previous experiment corresponds to a character model, which we call the baseline model, L 16 (H + K). The model was trained using the data Fig. 10 . It is evident that a good model means a good recognizer since a sharp increase in recognition rate is observed in the candidate size of two. Thus the effort will pay if we improve the model at least to that of accepting two candidates. 
Utility of Ligature Models
The current set of experiments concerns the utility of ligature models and model clustering. Since it is not easy to make a fair comparison between the ligature-based approach and other conventional ligature-free approaches, we have resorted to an indirect way of checking the utility. It is based on the idea of controlling the role of ligatures and HMM networking. For this task we have created four additional character networks. They are:
• No Ligature Modeling (NLM) is a network without ligature HMMs. This network is similar to Fig. 11a , but L cv and L vz are removed. For this network we have created another set of HMMs for C and Z letters that include attached ligatures.
• Random Ligature Single Path (RLSP) is a network with a single ligature HMM for each of the two ligature models L cv and L vz as in Fig. 11a . The ligature HMM parameters are not trained, or random.
• Trained Ligature Single Path (TLSP) is a network having the same topology as RLSP, but the two ligature HMMs, L cv and L vz , are trained using the entire set of ligature samples.
• Multiple Ligature Single Path (MLSP) is a network that has multiple trained ligature HMMs, but has only one arc between letter HMMs C and V, and between V and Z. Each arc is labeled by all L cv HMMs and all L vz HMMs, respectively, as in Fig. 11b . Compared with the network BongNet described below as MLMP, this is its degenerate version: all the nodes (big circles vertically aligned) at each stage have been merged, thus removing the effect of networking.
• Multiple Ligature Multiple Path (MLMP) is a network having multiple ligature paths each labeled by a distinct ligature HMM. BongNet shown in Fig. 8 is an example of MLMP. 
TABLE 4 THE EFFECT OF LIGATURE MODELING AND HMM NETWORKING
The HMMs trained using data H+K are tested to give % correct recognition measured on the set NRM.
When tested on the set NRM (see Table 4 ), the NLM network recognizes no more than 8.24 percent correctly. This performance is attributed to missegmentation of letters even in discrete characters. Missegmentation leads to misclassification of letters, which is possible due to the presence of "piggyback" patterns or patterns which are part of other patterns. The recognition rate of the RLSP model is 44.37 percent, still significantly below the product of letter recognition rates, i.e., 90.12 (for C) ¥ 86.52 (for V) ¥ 94.87 (for Z) = 73.97 percent (each figure is weighted by prior probabilities). The above two results can be explained by the absence of ligature modeling and an appropriate mechanism for letter segmentation. Since random ligature models can match to any part of pen-down or pen-up strokes, the chance of missegmentation is very great and, therefore, good letter HMMs alone do not always lead to correct recognition. Thus our assertion is that the above result strongly suggests the need for explicit ligature modeling.
The models TLSP and MLSP have respectively single and multiple trained ligature HMMs. They show roughly the expected recognition rates of the previous calculation. Although they model inter-letter patterns to a certain extent, there is no control over the spatial arrangement or relation between letters. A ligature usually has more significance in the direction than the length and the inking status, affecting the overall shape and legibility of a character. Fig. 12a shows three examples of incorrect modeling of ligature direction and inking status with incorrect ligature models in MLSP. The result argue strongly against simplistic use of ligature models. Path constraint expressed by a network defines ligature patterns in context. In TLSP, a single ligature model represents statistically all ligature patterns so that no path constraint is in effect. In MLSP, there are a set of models, each corresponding to a specific type of ligatures. But there is no distinction among them because their context is shared and the best ligature HMM is chosen independently of the context (Fig. 12a) . Therefore, there is a good chance of finding individually most likely models, which does not agree with the optimality criterion of complete input-path alignments, as described in Section 4. By utilizing the path constraints, MLMP or BongNet improves the performance by 8.87 percent and 11.50 percent or reduces errors by 36.16 percent and 41.78 percent from that of TLSP and MLSP, respectively. Typical corrections of misrecognitions and missegmentations are provided in Fig. 12b . We consider these results strongly advocate the utility of elaborate design of HMM networks.
Analysis of Decoding
After the forward Viterbi search, we can recover the result of recognition and segmentation by back-tracking in time and space triggered at the end node. The recognition result is the letter sequence of the optimal path. For the segmentation result we have only to keep the time at which the back-tracking process crosses the model boundaries. Let us assume that, given an input sequence X = x 0 x 1 L x 55 , the path in Fig. 13a has been computed the most likely. A sample of the desired alignment is shown in Fig. 13b that was obtained by back-tracking the path. The segmentation points in time are marked by vertical lines. Fig. 14a are easy to detect by analyzing only stroke shape when discreteness is known, most of the points in Fig. 14b are unprecedented in other conventional approaches based on shape analysis. There being no landmark features around, it is very difficult to find such points unless the recognizer has a priori character-specific knowledge. In the proposed model of recognition, however, it is straightforward and those points are determined in simple probabilistic terms. 15 shows typical errors. In the first two characters, the upper segmentation points are incorrect, but the recognized labels and segmentations are equally or more plausible. The third example shows typical errors of HMM based methods, the result of inaccurate state duration modeling. The fourth one corresponds to over-segmentation in favor of more letters, and the last one is possibly due to incorrect modeling of ligature direction. The last two errors are explained in part by under-training of some ligature models.
EXPERIMENT 2
In this section, we will compare the proposed approach with an alternative approach for online handwriting recognition. The approach also uses HMM, but does not employ sophisticated networks of preceding sections.
Letter Spotting-Based Recognition
Letter spotting, just like keyword spotting used in speech recognition [30] , [31] , [32] , is a technique of locating a particular letter in a handwriting [33] , [34] , [35] , [36] . The letter to spot is called a key letter. Recently, the technique has been applied to online English word recognition with comparable performance to that of other recognition systems [6] . The system locates and scores all possible letters in a given handwriting to construct a lattice of letter hypotheses. Word recognition is carried out by searching for the best letter sequence while consulting a lexicon.
Writing Hangul character always starts from an initial consonant letter C and ends either with a vowel letter V or a final consonant letter Z if it exists. The network model of the previous section explicitly encodes this information in its structure. In this section the information is used not for designing a network structure, but for controlling the search for the best letter sequence given an input.
Spotting Model for Character Recognition
In spotting key letters, the greatest trouble is the presence of false alarms [6] or spotting errors. Since correct recognition mandates correct spotting of all letters in a character, the quality of detected boundaries is the key to successful recognizers based on letter spotting. In order to obtain good boundary hypotheses, we exploit the ligature models used in the baseline BongNet and design letter spotting networks as shown in Fig. 16a . The C letter spotting network or Cspotter, for short, has the key letter HMM, a set of ligature models attached to its right, and a non-key (or filler) model at the farthest right. Fig. 17 illustrates a typical example of highly plausible letter hypothesis (marked in thick line), just like the segmentation results in Section 5.5. The Vspotter and the Z-spotter are designed similarly based on the writing sequence. The V letter is preceded by a filler model for C and followed by another filler model for Z, as shown in Fig. 16b . The structure of the Z-spotter is the same as that of C-spotter except that the key HMM lies at the end.
The previous spotting models are used to locate the best possible letter segments in a handwriting. The hypotheses are obtained by running Viterbi algorithm for each spotter. The segmental range of letter hypotheses is illustrated in the lattice of Fig. 18 where the horizontal gray bars correspond to the temporal range of detected letters. The best character hypothesis is calculated from the lattice by concatenating letter regions with intermediate ligature segments and without overlap between letter regions. Any of traditional graph searching algorithms can be applied to generate character hypotheses that satisfies the end point constraints, i.e., C letter starts at t = 1, and V or Z ends at t = T. In the following experiment, an exhaustive search is used in the simple lattice.
Recognition Result and Discussion
The context of the current experiment is the same as that of the preceding section. The same letter and ligature HMMs are used for letter spotting networks. The test sets are NRM and CRS. According to Table 5 , the baseline recognition rates for NRM are comparable to those of BongNet. But it is noteworthy that the effect of parameter smoothing is small in spotting-based recognition. In the case of CRS, the current system falls short of the network-based model both before and after smoothing. This is attributed mainly to the difficulty of generating reliable letter hypotheses as in other segmentation-based non-HMM approaches. The current search algorithm does not allow even a small overlap when combining two letter hypotheses. We may expect improved performance by generating multiple hypotheses for each letter. Then, at the cost of increased search space, we can reduce the chance of hypothesis overlap and make a globally better character hypothesis. There are several other issues such as how to reject false alarms and how to proceed lattice search. They will not be addressed here and are remained for future study. 
CONCLUSION
A script modeling approach has been proposed with a special emphasis on the use of ligature models and their networking. The technique for modeling composite patterns is sufficiently general that it can be applied to many alphabetbased languages. Our extended definition of ligatures and explicit modeling of them enables us to model the primary source of variability in character shape. By designing an HMM for each letter and ligature, and organizing them into a network, it is possible to attack online handwriting recognition problems with a framework that is consistent in both network structure and computation. Experimental results have shown that, by the explicit use of ligature models, the letter segmentation problem can be solved with elegance. Model clustering and networking have led to further increase in the performance of recognizers. Through an application to online Korean character recognition, and in-depth analysis of the networks, it has been demonstrated that the proposed approach works nicely for unconstrained online script.
